
Solubility Lab
Physical Science - Matter

Reset the
balance to zero
with an empty
Eraduated cylinder.

Name:

i Measure out
40 ml of sugar

Materials
. 250 mL Graduated

cylinder
. Electronic scale (or

triple-beam
balance)

. Granulated sugar

. Hot water

. Cold water

Measure out
80 ml of hot water

2 sugar cubes

Data Collector
Stirring lod
\üater soluble
markers: red

and blue

Two 100 mL
beakers

2 foam cups

er:

Background:

The water you drink is not pure water, There are many
things dissolved in drinking water, such as minerals,
oxygen, and sometimes flavorings. A solution is a
homogeneous combination of different compounds,
such as water and sugar, Carbonated soda is a solution
containing water, sugar, dissolved carbon dioxide gas,
and flavorings, Solutions are essential for life because
your body's chemical processes happen in solutions.
This investigation will look at some of the properties of
solutions.

tr Mass and volume ¡n solutions

1. Put a clean, dry 50 mL glass graduated cylinder on the balance and reset it to zero.
2. Put 40 mL of sugar into the graduated cylinder. Record the mass and volume of the sugar in

Table 1 (you zeroed out the cylinder in step 1 by hitting reset on the balance while the
graduated cylinder was on there, so the mass displayed by the balance will be just the sugar).

3. Put a 200 mL plastic graduated cylinder on the balance and reset it to zero.
4. Pour 80 mL of hot water into the plastic graduated cylinder and measure the mass of the

water. Record in Table 1.

5. Pour the 40 mL of sugar from the glass graduated cylinder into the plastic graduated cylinder
containing the hot water. Gently agitate the cylinder to dissolve the sugar. Put the graduated
cylinder back on the balance and record the mass and volume of the solution in Table 1.

(NOTE: Do not wash out the glass cylinder as it needs to stay dry)
6. Use your mass and volume data to calculate the density of the sugar, the water, and the sugar

and water solution.
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a.

Table l: Mass and volume data for solutions

g Stop and think
As the sugar dissolved, you couldn't see it any more. How do you know it is all still there?

b. Compare lour s¿lsqlated density of sugar with your calculated density of water. Do your
calculations match up with your observations? Hint: Think about density and buoyancy.

c. .What happened to the volume of the water and sugar solution compared to the volume ol
water and sugar you started with? Can you explain this?

d. Based on the volume of water displaced by the sugar, calculate the actual density of
sugar? Does this new density match up with your observations?
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40sugar

water 80

solution of sugar and water

Substa¡çs Mass in grams Volume in mL Density in g/ml



Solubility

@ f"rperature and dissolving rate

For this part of the investigation, you are going to see how sugar cubes dissolve in water of
different temperatures.
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Hot tap
and ice

Empty beakers

U
Sugar cubes

1. Color one face of a sugar cube with red water-soluble marker. Put the sugar cube in
an empty 100 ml beaker with the colored side facing up.

2. Color one face of a second sugar cube with blue water-soluble marker. Put the sugar
cube in an empty 100 ml beaker with the colored side facing up.

3. Start the Data Collector's stopwatch and carefully pour the hot or cold water down
the edge of each beaker until it covers the sugar cube by about one centimeter. Do not
pour the water directly on the sugar cubes!

4. Watch the colored face of each sugar cube. Which one dissolves fastest?

tr Stop and think
Temperature is a measure of how fast the molecules of a substance are moving. Are water
molecules moving faster in hot water or cold water?

b. When a substance dissolves, molecules of the liquid crash into the solid molecules and
knock some of the solid molecules loose. Explain how this concept fits with the data you
observed on the dissolving sugar cubes.

a.
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